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1. Abstract  
The fund token is an ERC-20 token built on an Ethereum Smart Contract that pays a 
monthly dividend based on the performance of the fund. Each token represents a unit or 
a single share in the fund. 


The fund will invest and trade in the top 200 most liquid cryptocurrencies.  The list of the 
cryptocurrencies will be shared in a separate file.  


The ICO will be live from GMT + 4 Hours, 21st November, 2017 to GMT + 12 Hours, 25th 
November, 2017. And there will be a hardcap of 1500 ETH. ( Initial target was to raise 
$500,000, Ether is at $360 as of 20th November, 2017. The support on Ether if it turns 
from here is at $329, hence to reach a minimum of $500,000 in the worst case, we are 
calculating ETH at $330.) 


Price of the token during the ICO will be 0.01 ETH. There are 150,000 RCF tokens pre-
mined. The fund will be pegged against USD.  At the end of each month, the USD profit 
will be converted in ETH and sent to the token holders after deducting a performance fee. 


2. Trading and Investing  
The fund will trade based on discretionary market analysis by the team. 


USD will be a base currency for the fund.  The fund will trade on Bittrex, Bitfinex, Kraken 
and HitBTC with USD/USDT  being a base currency. 


80% of the fund will be used for trading.  20% of the fund will be used for investments in 
promising ICOs with a huge discount. 


3. ICO Details 
The ICO will be live from GMT + 4 Hours, 21st November, 2017 to 25th November, 2017.  
Crowdsale will be hosted on Ethereum platform and people can send their Ethers to the 
crowd sale address during the ICO period. Price per token will be 0.01 ETH during the 
ICO. 




The management team does not hold any tokens. The fund NaV calculation will begin 
from 26th of November.  All the Ethers raised during the ICO will be converted into USD/ 
USDT or held in ETH depending on the market condition. 

The fund will be pegged against USD. 

e.g. - The fund raises 100 ETH and price of of ETH on 26th is $300, size of the fund will 
be $30,000 and price per token will be $3. 


4. NaV Calculation, Profit Sharing and Redemptions 
The fund NaV( Net Asset Value) calculation will begin from 26th of November and the fund 
operations will be begin on 1st December. 


Unlike other funds in the market, charging a high operations/ management fee, this fund 
will not charge any fixed management or operations fee. 

The fund will charge a performance fee of 20% on the profits made and 80% of the 
profits will be shared back to the investors in ETH terms. 


Example of NaV calculation and profit sharing -  
The fund raises 1000 ETH by selling 100,000 tokens during the ICO and if ETH on 26th 
November is at $300, the NaV of the fund will be $300,000 and price per token will be $3. 

If the fund makes $100,000 profit in the first month, $20,000 performance fee will be 
deducted and $80,000 will be sent to the investors in the form of ETH. 


There are 100,000 outstanding tokens in this case and each token holder will receive 
$0.80 per token. A token holder holding 100 tokens will receive $80 in the form of ETH. 


In case of a monthly loss, the management team shall not charge any fees. 


The fund will not reinvest any of the profits back into the fund until the market liquidity 
improves and the fund is able to generate returns on a large scale. 


Redemptions -  
Unlike other funds in the market, this fund will offer redemptions to the investors and if an 
investor wants to get a full exit, he can redeem all of his holdings into the fund hence 
making this fund a highly liquid investment and the token price reflects actual NaV of the 
fund and not just a speculative price.  The token will not be listed on any exchanges and 
investors can redeem their investments every month. 


At the beginning of every month, a redemption address will be shared where people can 
send their tokens and get their investment in the fund back, along with the profits. 


In the case of a monthly loss, redemptions will be done at the intrinsic price of the token. 

e.g The fund has lost $10,000 in the first month. You can get your investment back at a 
rate of $2.9 per token. If the fund has a negative month, the fund will not charge any 
performance fee until it is in net profits again. 


For example - Value per token is $3 in the month of December. The value of the token 
drops to $2.9 in January and rises to $3.2 in February. The performance fee will be 
charged on $0.2 profit per token and not $0.3 profit per token. 




5. Transparency  
Exchange deposits and withdrawal addresses will be shared with the investors. 


There will be a daily trading report shared with the investors which will include all open/
closed trades, net profit/loss on each trade. Exchange account screenshots and CSV files 
of the trades will also be shared with the investors everyday. 


All ICO investments will be made public. 


Exchange Wallet addresses - 


BTC - 19ZDbafsJRMfs5Wv2vVGoEHkpH9iuRyPr8

ETH - 0xcdefce636db367915e12f9a40254ad8a08540984

LTC - LKMR6LrKV6APSvRDT2GXyhntdRDzWqcFi3

USDT - 1PP6GWwVjFFzpez8kErWfLBfYoWK4idja6


6. Team 
Rohan Rathod -  
Rohan has studied Computer Science & Engineering and have a trading experience of 4.5 
years trading Forex, Equities, Equitiy Derivatives, Commodities, Bonds, Interest Rate 
Swaps and CryptoCurrencies. 


7. Emergency Plan  
A smart contract will be created to return investors their money in case of any 
misfortunate events. 

Yash Jaiswal  ( yashjaiswal6969@gmail.com) will be responsible return investors their 
money if any misfortunate events happen before the smart contract is designed.


8. Expansion Plans and Summary  
The fund plans to cap itself at 1500 ETH (Around $500,000) for the initial months and 
plans to give 100% of the profits back to the investors after the performance fees.  


The fund will announce an expansion, after it is able to generate consistent monthly 
returns. Reinvestments will be allowed after the fund is able to perform consistently. 


The fund will look into setting up a legalised fund in Singapore or Luxembourg and details 
of which will be shared later during the expansion. 

 
The fund plans to generate hedged risk-adjusted monthly returns for the investors and 
plans on being one of the leading crypto funds in future. 


For questions, you can reach out to me at rohanrathod8758@gmail.com or on Telegram at 
@rohanrathod
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